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ABSTRACT

The probability of a high explosive violent reaction

(HEVR) following various events is an extremely important

aspect of emimaling accident-sequence frequency for nuclear
weapons dismantlement. In this paper, we describe Ihe

development of response curves for insulls 10 PBX 9404. a

conventional high-performance explosive used in US

weapons. The insults during dismantlement include drops of

high explosive (HE), strikes of Iools and componenm on HE,

and abrasion of the explosive. In the case of drops, we

combine available test data on HEVRS and the results of

flooring certification tests to estimate the HEVR probability.

For other insults, it was necessa~ to use experr opinion, We

describe the expert solicitation process and [he mc[hods used

to consolidate the responses. The HEVR probabilities

obtained fr~m both approaches are compared.

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear weapon dismantlemem processes are currently of

great importance to the US Department of Fnergy (DOE)

because of nuclear weapn arsenal downsizing in both the US

and former Soviet Union nations, Nuclear weapons contain

high explosives (HE) and radioactive arid toxic malerials.

providing the necessary conditions for the wrerge[ic release of

these malerials to the environment in accident condi[lons.

The DOE is working lo reduce Lhe likelihood of accidents

during weapon dismantlemem through an inicgraled program

of Iooling, procedural, and [raining upgrades, A kcy pnr[ of

this program is a concurrent and iterative hnzard analysis of

the dlamantlement process. Insights geined from this analysis
are available for the tooling and procedural designers 10 help

minirn!ze the likelihood of dlsmantlemem accidents, Here we

describe the development of probability eslimates for the

response of HE to possible in~ults during weapons
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disassembly. These estimates are used in the hazards analysis

described in a companion paper (Bott and Eisenhower, 1995).

The probability of a high explosive violent reaction

(HEVR) for various insults is critically importan[ to an

analysis of weapon dismantlement safety. Many events can be

postulated during dismantlement lhat can result :,1 HE being

dropped, abraded, or struck by another object. Wilhoul some

idea of the probability of HEVR from such insults, the analyst

musl be overly conservative in his estimates of the frequency

of accidenl conditions. This paper describes the development

of probabilities of HEVR for relatively low-energy insults

such as drops from moderate heights and strikes by relatively
low-energy objecm. The materials considered are the plastic-

bonded explosives PBX 9404 and LXIO (Dobratz, 1981).

They arc similar high-performance conventional HEs used in

US nuclear weapons, Here we specifically consider billets of

explosives that have been machined into hemispheres.

A number of incidents resulting in an HEVR have occurred in

[he nuclear weapons complex. These incidents Illustrate [he

relatively unceflain nature of the hazard posed by the PLtX-

based HE used in some nuclear weapons, An-HEVR recurred In a

weapons assembly plant in [he United Kingdom when a billet

being moved by forklift fell from the pallet onlo a concrete

floor, The height of (he drop was only a few inches—much less

than lhc median heighl for an PBX 9404 HEVR as the result of

a 90° drcp on a hard surface, It was realized that [he critical

factor was (he frictional heat generated as the billet slid arross

[he floor, This incidem led to the inception of skid testing for

HE, A similar HEVR also occurred at a bum plt at Los Alamos.

It is speculated that the HEVR was a resuh of billets being

dmgged across a pickup bed or HE billets being thrown onto

other bille[s with an HE-rm. HE skid,

Except under very specific conditions associated with high.

energy insulls, it is nol possible to estimate the probability of

an HEVR dlreclly from physical models. Two emplrlcnl
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~ to Ud-g HEW pdsabllitiea were used. Our
approach to estimating the probability of an HEVR is 10 favor

ths use of cxperitnmtd data. Test data, when available, are a

source of HE response dasa that is superior to exfmr opinion

because the laster is aubjecr to many biases. Tlw manner in

which the question is asked and any feedback thal the

quwtioners may have can bias exprts in their opinion. In

addition, the ●xperts’ opinion is based almost entirely on

obaervatiorsa of HE tests tempered with some operational

ex~eooc with HE. Often the probabilities that the analysts

* are beyond the direct ●xperience of the ●xpert and require

difficult extrapolations or reliance on intuition, both

notoriously unreliable sources of probability estimates

(Tkwm, 1990). For this rcaaon, the analysts have sought to

extract as much data as can be obtained from whal testing has

occurred. However, he tests are not directly applicable 10 [he

scenarios of interest in mosl cases. One exception is [he case
where a biUct falls onto NIS flooring-a specific floor used in

areas where explosives arc handled. The methodology used in

this case is developed below. It was necessary to use expert

opinion for the remaining scenarios.

ANALYSIS OF HIGH EXPLOSIVES TEST DATA

The daia sources used in [his study [o estimam [he

probabilities of weapon responses include [esting and

experimentation, along with some operational experience.

These data were taken from the raw data sources and from

published summaries (Mull, 1986). A great deal of explosives

safety testing has been conducted river the years as pan of the

nuclf%ar wea~ons program. However, much of the ~a[a is nol

useful for the purposes of dismantlement hazards assessmem

for several reasons.

The insults to the HE encountered in weapon dismantlement

arc low compared with [he energies al which (he bulk of the

&s[ing has occurred. Safely [esling has been ccrncerncd with

establwhing the rela[ive sensi[ivi[ies of different explosives,

so the testing methods have concentramd on establishing Ihe

median drop heights for reac[ion. In addi[ion, Iests are often

performed with high-friction materials, whereas actual

conditions encoumered in weapon dismantlemem include floor

coverhtgs specifically designed to reduce fric[ion heating of

the HE.

Dismantlement drops typically occur from heights far below

the median drop height for [he HE-flooring pair of interest.

Thus, a large numbers of drops would be needed 10 achieve

reasonable confidence for the rcac[ion probabilities al Ihese

heights. Such tests are expensive and cannot be performed in

the numbers required to generate reaction probabilities at drop

helghm much below the median drop hel@,hl, The differenl

lypes of tests examined and their applicability 10 accident

scenarios are discussed belov , The tesls deemed most

appropriate for the analysis of insults during dismantlement

were the skid, flooring cenlfictttlon, and spigol Iesls.

Skid tes[s are performed at both Los Alamos National

Laboratory and at ~he Pantex facility near Amarillo, Texas,

where US nuclear weapons are disassembled. The skid tesls are

designed to address the effect of frlctlon when dropping HE

billets, The tests are @ormed by Ilftlng the HE billet and

allowing it to * fafl onto a surface typically covered with a

silvered sandpaper. The vdocity vector of the biltet makes an

angle of 45° or 14” with the normal to the smike surface, For a

given height, scnsitivit y to detonation is usually greater at

14”. For PBX 9404, the median heighm at 14” and 45° are 1.8

and 4.8 ft. respectively. The Los Alamos tests usc a vertical

drop and can be performed al heights up m 150 ft (45.7 m).

The Pantex apparatus is a pendulum, and heights above 14.2 R

(4.3 m) pose problems, altkaugh a maximum of 28 fl (8.5 m)

is possible, Skid tests can result in a variety of responses

from no apparent effect [o full -scale detonation. Several

factors, such as sandpaper grit, substra[e on which [he

sandpaper is attached, impact angle, drop method, HE

configuration, and HE surface finish vu from one test sties

to the nexI. If any reaction occurs in PBX 9404 or LX IO. it

generally will & an HEVR, so We consider any test where a

reaction was observed to be a positive. Also, for our purposes,
nonresponses include tests in which the HE billet cracks or

shatters on impact.’

Skid tests have been run on many HE formu!mions and on

many surfaces, including the N/S flooring used in the cells and

bays at Pamex. Most of the data have been collected using

BrewsIon or Langlie test procedures (Mills. 1980). The

purpose of these tests is to es ‘ablish [he median heights for an

HEVR so data are sparse in the tails of the probability

distribution function.

A special type of skid test is a flooring certification test. A

Los Alamos certification test consist of dropping six

specimens of HE from 20 f[ (6. I m) on flcmring specimens Iha[

are oriented al an 45° angle. [f none of the drops r:sulls in

HEVR. the flooring passes [he certification !esl. Panlex uses a

simil?: cenification procedure whrre 10 specimens are each

dropped from 14 ft (4.3 m). In germral, it is the case that if a

flooring malerial is in use. i[ has passed one of these lekts,

However, there are cases in which a subsequent test of a

cetlitled flooring has resulted in an HEVR.

Spigot ICSIS are performed by dropping an HE billet omo e

large-diameter (-1 -1/2 in.) Projecting object. This tesl is

ir,tended lo approximate dropping an HE hemisphere onto

rctalively sharp tooling. Strikes on very sharp objects are nol

addressed by Ihese tests and may represent a more severe insult

than the cases tested. This perspective is baaed on anecdotal

experience where a skid test went awry and a billet stnsck a

protwding nail on the pendulum suppcrt. Such sharp targets

for HE slrikes were not identified In the analysis of Ihc

dismanllemen[ process, The spigot test dnta for 9404 were

very Iimiled and were not adequate for estimating HEVR

probabilities for strikes by tooling and drops on tooling.

APPLICATION OF SKID TEST DATA TO HIGH

EXPLOSIVE DROPS ONTO NIS FLOORING

A combination of skid test data on high-friction surfaces

and N!S flooring certification dala were used to construct a drop

sensitivity curve for PBX 9404. The drop sensitivity curve is

a function of drop height that specifies the probability that a

specifically configured HE specimen will experience an HEVR

1 Billets that fall on impact are not observed to undergo an HEVR.



when dropped from a given height. The basic approach used in

this analysis involved Iwo steps. The first step was to develop

● basebc drop sensitivity curve for thehigh explosive strik-

ing sandpaper in a skid tcaL Tlsis type of tesl represrcms the

bulk of she testing data at vuying heights. This curve then
was modified to accountfor the mitigating effects of the NIS

flooring by assuming constant variance and determining the

probability of reaction for drops on the flooring [hat would

lead to the observed ~t data with a given level of confidence.

The implications of these assumptions will be discussed

below.

Although our primary intcreat was in the scnsit]vlty of

PBX9404, LX I O drop teat data also were analyzed m obtein

sensitivity curves for drops on flooring because of the

similarity in mcditm drop height for the two explosives.2 This

aggregation of data enlarges the dat~base on which the
estimates were based. The drop sensitivity curves were

estimated baaed on the assumption that ear’, [esl bille[ of HE

has a thre$hold drop height (i.e., the mimmum height from

which a specimen of HE must be droppd to obtain an HEVR).

These threshold drop heights are assumed to be dis[ributcd

according to a two-parameter Iognomral random distribution

with parameters B and u. The Parrsmctcm g and 6 are the rrcan

and standard deviation, respectively, of the naturai-log-

transfosmed heights. These parameters are someli mes called

the geometric mean and geometric st~ndard deviation of [he

distribution. The antilog of p is the median dro~ heighl, 650.

A discussion of the Iognormal distribution is given In

Ai[chinson (1963) and an early application of [his distribution

to HE sensitivity testing is described in [he Statistical

Research Group report (1944).

The drop sensitivity curve is the cumulative dislriburion

function (CDF) of the random variable just described; i.e., [he

CDF gives the probability tha[ a drop from a given heighr or

less will resuh in HEVR. Thus, dclerminmion of a sensitivity

curve is equivalent to estimating the values of B and ~ in a

Iognosmal ditlribution.

The skid test data arc assumed to be righv (Jr Iefl.censored

observations from a Iognormal distribrsiion, depending on

whether or not the test resultb in a violent reaction, The

maximum likelihood (ML) procedure (Winkler and Hays, 1975)

then is used to obtain estimates of v and U, A Ies[ series may

or may not be useful for estimating B and 0, depending on the

outcomes of the rests and the range of drop hcighls used. If

there are inadequate daia to characterize [he nonresponse and

violent-reaction tails of the distribution, Ihe ML proccdurc

may not converge to a solution, or the estimates of p and u

may have unacceptably high standard cmors.

Data from standard skid tests using 10A-kg hemispherical

billets (Dobratz, 1981) at Los Alamos and Parrlex with both

PBX9404 and LX 10 were used to develop the baseline drop

sendtivlty curve. By standard tcs~s, wc mcon lhal standard

weights of spcclmens, configurnrions, drop rnmhods, and

aurfaccs were used, For some of the datn SCIS, spcclal

~BX 9404 ●nd LX1O show vc~ drnllar sansitlvity In all of the
standard sanaltivlty tam.

conditions were noted in the data sources-density of the HE

(normal, high, and low), the surface condition of the HE

(normal vs as pressed), the impact angle (45” for Los Alamos

and 14° or 45” for Parrtex). and otlwr special conditions

As mentioned above. not all data acts proved to h useful for

estimating B and cr. However, data acts were no! combined

unless specific information from HE cxpcrl.s indicated that

such combining would be proper. Combining data obtained

under diffcrcrn conditions can result in invalid estimarcs of Y

and cs and in general leads to higher estimates of HEVR for

small drop heights. A aumrnmy of the skid test analysis is
given in Table 1. Exwrt opinion concerning these data were

supplied by Expert A, whose qualifications are discussed

below.

The da[a sets above from which reasonable ML estimators

could be derived were analyzed, and the results are shown in

Table 2. Irrcludcd are ML estimates of v .0 and 650 and the

estimated standard error of the ML estimates of cr. Five data

sets were dccmcd to be suitable for analysis based on the ML fit

to the data and the s[2rsdard error of the cstimaic of O. The five

selec[ed data sets were used co fit a Iognormal model wilh a

diffcrerrl p and a common o for each act. The ML estimate of u

provided by this analysis is 0.515. ~c upper 95% confidence

bound OF o also was catculatcd for use in determining a more

conserva[i~e SCI of flooring sensitivity curves. The tuandard

error associamd with (he combined eslimate of u is 0.095, The

approximate 95% upper confidence bound on u is 0,515 +

i .645 x 0.095 = 0.671, Nole Ihar wc have used both 45” and

14° degree data to esl:mate u.

An approximate likelihood ratio test was performed to test

the null hypothesis thal all five data sets came from

populations with equal values of a, The tetit failed 10 rejec[ the

null hypothesis (p > 0,7), so tvi[hin Lhese da[a, there is no

evidence to conl~adic[ the assumption of a common U.

The individual Los Nlsimos data sets Iistcd in Table I arc tcm
small to provide good fhs, so they were not uacd to provide

es[imarcs of o, Howcv~r, the Los Alamos high., low-, and

normal-dcnsi[y data sets were combirrmi on the advice of HE

cxperrs and piovided all estimate of u =1. I I. Bccausc this

estimate is based on three sets of HE with diffcrcnl

characlcristics, [hc value of 6 is believed to be conscrva[ivcly

Iargc, This es[im?le, 1, I I, is used to develop another third sel

of flooring scnsitivi(y curves below.

METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING FLOOR

SENSITIVITY CURVES

As mcntloned above, data do no[ exist to estimate flooring

curves directly, That is, Ihe ICSIS were performed strictly for

certification purposes nnd were never In(cndcd ro provide

cslimalcs for v and cr on flooring, Therefore, an indirccl

cstlmaling melhod must be used, Such a mclhod requires some

imponaru assumptions, First, as in ~he case of the other drop

Icsts, wc assume thrst a two.parameter Iognormal model Is

appropriate. Second, It Is atisumcd that the geomelric smndard



TABLE 1

PBXS404 AND LX1O DROP SENSITIVITY SUMMARY

*
ID Tasmb Bu& Matdmr DmaSfy ~ w~ 1- An#t BUS- camem4

10 9404 NLnnd WA 45 sad %mI@en A

rAN1/s9 10 9404 High WA 45 sand FIWIE+UIA

9 9404 Lw fWA 45 Saad Prm EsPA

MNL50 10 9404 fWA NfA 4s sad 50-s0 f%omEs@A

9 9404 WA MIA 43 Ssnd. Ml-SO Prm Eqm A

COMM= 19 9404 49 ~FWA

LLLA5HB 49 9404 WA 25 lb 45 Saad LLNL -W ~k T~k 9,2

LLL14HB 41 9404 fWA “d lb 14 sand Lu4L Apblilel ~ T&k 9.2

f.JM5DB 51 9404 N/A 25 lb 45 Smd FJmd HE*

LLL45DB-33 II 9404 WA 13 lb 45 Ssnd f40nml HEx33mll

U.L45DB-AP 36 9404 f41A M Ih 45 Sand As.Pmud HE Surf-

LLL14DB 37 9404 NIA M Ih 14 Sand NMNI HE swf~

UL14DB-AP 18 9404 MIA 13 lb I.r Sand As-W HE Smfam

LLL14DB-AP33 la 9404 NIA 23 lb 14 Sand *M HE S* 33 TIM

LLL14DB-APBO 7 9404 NIA 23 lb 14 Smd AS.Pra~ HE ~ Bas Offsa

Lx45DB-La 10 LXIOl law 25 Ih 4s Sand

LXX 28 LXIOI N\A 23 lb 45 Snnd

LX14DB 36 LX 101 I f41A 25 lb 14 Sand

TABLE 2
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF SKID TEST DATA

ID Mm:dc~ Imparl Angle P o ~ (n) B@) IJ” ~ (’.1)

LLL45DB 9404 4s I .9,1 fJ61R 6,93 0.197 1,ss 6.55

LLL45DB-33 9404 4; 0.425 0286 1.53 0.151 0,542 I ,72

LLL14DB 9404 14 0.669 0515 I ,95 0.187 0.661 1.93

u L14DB.AP33 9404 14 0,s45 0.531 1.72 0.:63 .0.556 1.74

LX45DB LXIOI 4s 1.37 0.303 3.93 0,147 1.54 4.66

N~latum: 5~ - _ tdIhI for HEVR, E(o). uamkd cm Of O. M* ■ gcornrirle mm with 0.0.515. 6W* h me ccwmpmdirq nmdim k@hI

deviations for all test surfaces are the same and that any test

series provides an eslimate of O. The assumption thal u

remah constant for various surfaces is equivalent to assuming

thal the ratios of pairs of quartiles remain constam. For

example, the assumption would imply tha~ the ratio of [he

93th percentile 10 the median is the same for d~ops on sand.

paper as it is for drcps on flooring, 3 Wi[h Ibis assumption,

the skid :est series for the sandpaper surface can be used 10

provide an estimate of 6. Third, we use an appropriately

:onservn[ive upper bound on HEVR probability for 20-ft

(6. I.m) (Los Alamos) or 14-ft (4.3-m) (Pan!ex) drops w

emabllc!r a quamlle of the flooring sensitivity curve,

Although we know that the floorlng passed [he certlfrca[ion

teat, wc do not know the median drop height srssociaied wilh

3 Although ● reasonable statitlcal hypothesis, it was not possible to
verify it Independently from the available data nor were we nble
to ccmatmct a strong argument based upon physical models for its
validity.

[he flooring. However, we can independently specify the

probability tha[ [he observed result (i.e., no HEVRS) occurred.

These probability values then are used [o determine what

quantile should bc associamd with 20 ft or 14 ft. For example,

if the 50% bound is used (the probability that no HEVRs occurs
during the certification series, pp = 0.5) then, in the case of

Los Alamos method. 20 f[ is [t,: 0.1 I quantile, or Ihe I Ith

percentile of Ihe distnbu[itm [i.e., ( I -0, I I )6 = 0.5]. Because

G is known (estimated), we :an solve for an estimate of v and

thus define a Iognonnal distribution where we have specified o

and a confidence eslimate, pp, associated with passing the

certification lest. For u = 0.51 and {he 50% bound, w Is

approximately 3,5 and the implied medlkn drop height

associated wilh the certification tests is 33 ft (10 m), Table 3

shows HEVR probabilities for a 3-ft (0,9 m) drop as a function

of d and pp. A bayes estimate of the HEVR probablllty, based

on a uniform prior distribution, is also provided for each case.

Subjccl 10 the ass~Jmplions described above, [he curves based



on tbe 50% bound and the Bayes uniform prior esd be

considered to be beat guesses. The curves based on the 95%

and!w%bourtds are COtmrvtive. h is imprlam 10 nose thal

all flooring mmaiala testified by a @en lalxmory will have

identical semitivity cumea because ihey undergo identical

certification pmdurea with idustical reauhs.
Tlte results above are based strictly on a vafue of ~ wi!h no

additlorsd information concerning a possible subsequent

HEVR during recutifkmlon. However, as noted earlier. an

HEVR during tiificadon was observed.’ We specifically

consider two exceptions. For the first, the study assumes thal

10 drops from 14 ft (4.3 m) rcmdtcd in aucc-ful certification,

with no HEVRs, ti thetat a Iatertlmean Illhdropresuhs in

an HEVR ‘l%e second ●xception assumes that 6 drops from 20

ft (6. I m) resulted in successful certification, with no HEVRS.

md that a subsequent 7th drop resuks in an HEVR. Table 4
gives the HEVR probabilities for these cases with the same

values of w and as in Table 3. T’b effect of the HEVR is, as

expected, 10 increase the probability of assHEVR at 3 ft.
For a 14-ft drop-height certification, the HEVR probability,

pr , associated with a 3-ft drop ranges from 3.5 x 106100.07,

depending on the combination of values for u. the value of pp.

and the presence or absence of an obseried HEVR af~c,

certification. The range for a 20-ft drop-heigh[ ceflification is
4 x ltY7 c w <0.09. The wide ranges resuh mainly from the

uncertainties thal exist because of the lack of suitable dala for

determining flooring sensitivity curves directly. The besl

estimate for u and one detonatiori gives a 3-fl probability of

pr = 2 x 10-4 for pp = 0.05. This large interval was

unacceptable for use in a haxard msessment, and we chose 10

specify a conservative set of parameters [o obtain a poirr[

estimate. To begin, only the case where a pos[-certification

HEVR was observed was used (Table 4). In addi[ ion it was felt

that [he confidence in passinb the certification should be high,
say 95%, so pp = 0.05 was considered appropriam. We also

chose to use a value of u = 0.67. using a 95% confidence

interval. Finally, the vrsk of f.t is the average for both drop

test methods. With these choices, the estimate for the

probability of an HEVR resdting from a 3-f[ drop onto NIS is
p~ = 3 x 103, Figure I shows the HEVR probability as a

function of height for these parameters for no delonalion and

for one detonation with the besl estimate value of u = 0.51.

13gttrc I indicates that, for explici[ choices of 0 and pp, WF czn

reasonably esiimate pr for a given drop heigh[ wi[hin an ordei

of magr,ltude.

EXPERT ELICITATION ESTIMATES OF HE

SENSITIVITY CURVES

For other insuks of inkrat, the data were inadequate to use a

statistical analysis, and we turned to elicitation of experl

opinion. Originally, we planned to imerview the selected

experts all a[ cne lime; however, because O( Iogis[ical prob-

lems, it was necessary to interview them separately. The

4 The circumstances surrounding thla result me not totally
underatocd beuuse of changes made In the composition of the
fborhg in question.

thought pmcessa used by the experts - widely dHfet’eatL

but the results had a consistency tlmt surprised us. Each

expert’s estimale is discussed individtsxlly in [h: following

sections. The complete set of questions paed to the HE

e<perts was long. A sample set of the questions asked is

preaemed in Tabk 5. This set is qreaemaive of the classes

of HE insults in the accident scenarios encoumered in Ihe

nuclear weap dismantlement HA. N* that Question 1. I is

the case considered in t!le previous section. The questicns

were discussed in de4ail with the experu. In sorn- instances a

pmicular experl was familiar with the accidctt scenario asso-

ciated with a particular insult. In this case we triedto ensure

thal only lhe HE response probability, not [he probability

associated with the chain of events culminating in tt.: HE

insult, was being estimated.

One of the vagaries of expert elicit~tion is the wide
variability among experts arising from thair personalities and

experience. Each of Ihc cx@s consulted in constructing the

drop sensitivity csme for PBX 9404 is discussed separately so

that the mder mav gain some appreciation for their varying

expise and viewpoints. All the ex~rts were familiar with

the lesling methods and knew the median drop heights for

normal and skidding impacts.
~ Expert A has years of experience in testing

and working with PBX-based HE such as 9404. Expert A has

conducted and reviewed many ttits conducted for sensitivity of

HE including skid test, drop--,veight teats, and cpigot tests

among others. Expcrl A has participated in expert elicitation

for previous nuclear weapon HAs and was familiar with the

requiremems of the analysts. Expert A answered all questions
wi[hou[ hesitation or,ce the question was understood.

Exper~ A expressed estimates for the standard set of HE

insults as a band of probabilities that either covered 2 orders of

magnitude or was stated as a probability of “less than 10-6 (per

occurrence).” We thoroughly explor~ the meaning in Expri

A’s mind of the two endpoints of the probability band, The

i
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FIG. 1, PROBABILITY OF AN HEVR AS A FUNCTION OF

DROP HEIGHT ON N/S FLOORING. CURVES ARE BASED
UPON 95% CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR CERTIFICATION

TEST, ~ n 0.0S AND USE AN AVERAGE K DERIVED FROM

THE lWO DROP TEST PROCEDURES.



TABLE ~
PROBABIIJTY OF HEVR ON NIS FLOOqINQ

a

031 LANL 3.62 3.8E3 3,14 3.,15-3 3.05 6.SE-5 3.58 5.7E-7
0.51 3.39 3.5E-6 2.97 1.2E4 2.81 4.0E4 3.36 4.6E-6

0.67 LANL 3.$2 2.4E-5 3.18 9.5E4 J.m I.7E-3 I.n 3.3E5
0.67 3.63 7.9E-5 J.07 1.6E.3 2.S6 4,3E-3 Ma I.IEA

1.1! LANL 4.36 1.6E3 3.31 2.3S3 3.11 3.5E-2 4.27 2.IE-3
1.11 4.2a 2.IE-2 3.35 2.IE-2 3.01 4.2E-2 4.20 2.6E-3

TABLE 4
PROBABILITY OF HEVR ON NIS FLOORING WkTH RE-CERTIFICATION HEVR

a Me4bad

0.51 LANL 3.38 3.8E-6 2,97 I ,2E4 2.8 I 4.oE-d 3.34 5.4E.6
0.5 I Panrex 3.17 2.4 E-5 2.02 3.7E~ 2.68 9.6E-4 3.13 3.4E-5

0.67 LANL 3.50 1.7E-4 2,% 2.7E-J 2.75 6,7E-3 3.45 2.2E4
0.67 PMlex 3.34 4. I E-3 2.87 4.IE.3 2.69 8.BE-3 329 1.21E-3

1.11 LANL 3.82 7. IE-3 ?.94 4,85E-2 2.59 8.9E-2 3.76 8,7E-3
1.11 Pamex 3.80 7,5E-3 3.03 4. IE-2 2.72 7.2E.2 3,71 9.3E-3

TABLE 6

WEAPONS RESPONSE SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. High Explosive Drops
1.1. A bare hemisphere fafls 3 fl on N/S wi[h a

skidaing impact
1.2. A bare hemisphere in nylon mesh bag falls 3 f[

omo N/S with a skidding impac[

2. High Explosive Strikes
2.1. A clamp weighing 1/4 lb. falling 2 fl strikes

sharp edge on a bare hemisphere

3. High Explosive Abra.slon
3.1. A 1/4 lb adiprene-coated clamp is slided by hand

with no forcing acrcss the quatorial surface of Ihe

hemisphere,

higher probability was clearly a high-confidence upper bound,

probably between 90% and 99%. The lower number was less

cenain, 1[ seemed [o represenl a value comewhat below the

median but clearly well above a lower I % or 10% bound. We

chose to express this lower value as between a 30th and 40th

percentile. The estimated lower bound oflen lies closer 10 [he

median in exper[ elicitation. This phenomenon has been
encountered by olher workers in eliciting quan[ilalive

estlmam of probabilities (Reason 1990). 1[ seemed in lhis

case 10 be connected with a strong desire 10 make sure Ihe

upper bound was not 100 optimistic, Expert A compensated for

his uppr-bound Ccmservatism by raising the lower bound to a

sligh[ly optimistic best estimate.
~ort B. Expen B has many years of experience in

testing and working wi[h PBX-based HE such as 9404. Expert

B had nol participated in expert elicitation for previous HAs

and was initially unfamiliar with the requirements of lhe

hazards analysm. He was reluctant to express his opinions in

terms of probability ranges and preferred to provide es[immes

in lerms of a median drop heigh[. Expert B stared [ha[ [he

probability distribution was Iognormal and estimated o. We

explored [he me~ling in Expert B’s mind of U. h seemed to

represen[ [he relative variability of the data rmrmalized for the

value of Ihe mean. Following a discussion of variance in

various experiments he had performed, a log variance of 0.5

was used for all of Expert B’s cstima[es, This value is

somewhat greater than (hat generally observed in a single

series of skid tests bu! is reasonable when similar groups of

[es[s are grouped together. Note that this is quite close to the

ML value for cs found in the previous section. From this

information, the analysts were able to convert his estimates

inlo probabilities of HEVR for the various scenarios. Expert B

did nol allempl 10 answer questions relating to strikes on HE.
EXpert C< Expert C has years of experience in the

chemislry of PBX-based HE such as 94W and has conduc~ed a

large number of HE sensir” ;\’v [ests including skid tesls,

Expert C had not participated in expert elicitation for previous

hazards assessments and was initiully unfamiliar with the

requirements of ihc hazards analysls. Expert C expressed



eadmasm for h ataMmf ad of qoasdoms in a qutlltathe
~. Sxpcrt Cs Udmacs covered Crsdya mull subset of
the stmdard qtusdms ad amd u mainly s relatite ranking.

10 addldom Expert Cl A05wcrs frelpd idenlify questions for

Wldclrdseremma ~~~ among he experts.

Exputc’I rupm8es wertsMinafonrsdtst Could kuaedlo

Cahhtc prObUmy astiusasea.
~Expert Dlsmcolka,sscof Ex~Amtdhas

aissdlar. albeit somewhat ku cxmstak expertise relating to

aesuidvity of FBX-ti cxpfctaivea. He hu participated in

exp solicitation for pfevhsa hazards assesmrtcnts and is

familiar with the ~. Expt D psovided responses 10 all

of the qudona. His rcspoosea west given in terms of

~~v ~ ~ CODf_ estimates were provided.
The @sability bands weft refmive @sability bands of 10.

15, and 100. Some estimates were also given as “ less than

10-6.” Expert D stated that lhe lower end of the b&nd

~td * 0.2s Cfuandle d the upper bmlnd was at 0.75.
These could tu fit exwtly to s two-parameter Iognonnal

distribudon. For his less thao 10_6 estimms, Expert D

cfdared a corlfMerm of 0.70.

GmhlMLE~
[n this section we discuss our approach [o ob[aining combined

probability estimates from the expert solicitation. To be

useful in an HA, it is necessary to have not just a point
estimate of ~ for each insult but also some description of the

uncertainty associated with it. We begin by considering [he

probability estimates of Expms A and D because these were

expressed in a similar manner, From the confidence es[ima[es

provided, we constructed a set of cumulative distribution

func[ions (CDFS) assuming [hal [he underlying probabiii[y

distribution was log normal. This distribution seemed

consistent with the ex~rts’ orders-of- magnitude probahili[y

range. In any case, it was determined thai Ihe results were

relatively insensi!i {e to the choice of underlying distribu~ion

funClioi!. The CDFS shown in Fig. 2 represent the experts’

confidence tha[ the probability of an occurrence of a particular

event is less than or equal to a certain value, The abscissa is
normalized in terms of relative probability, prel Rela[ive

probabilities were used because bo[h experts used probability

intervals. For Expert D. two CDFS are shown corresponding to
pr in[ervals of 1 and 2 orders of magnimde. The CDF for

Expert D’s relative probability, pml = 10 case, (his mos[

frquent estimate) is very close to Expert A’s prel = 100 case.

That is, v and u are quite close-the medians of Ihese two

distributions are approximately 3 (relative probability), a is

about 1.5, and the mean is approximately 8. The agreement on

the relalive ranking of the various haznrds (in the complem Iisl

of questions) was very strongly correlated. [n this case, the

two exfmts discussed the various questions after Expert A had

provided his estimates but before Expen D’s responses, Thus,

it is not clear whether these es[imates are actually independent

or represent some intermediate consensus. We have chosen to

disregard this issue here. For the cuses where the probability

was estimated as less than 106, we fit this to a Iognonnal with

the 0.7 quantile corresponding [O this probability and with

0. ~
so 40 m m lm

Math HEvR PmbmMty

FfG. 2 CUMUMTIVE DfSTRIBLJTION FUNCTION (CDF)

FOR HEVRFOREXPERTS AANDD. ORDfNATE

REPRESENTS lliE CWfJIATIVE Confidence IN THE

HEVR PROBABILITY ON THE ABSCISSA

M geometric standard deviation for Exprt D’s I-order-of-

magnitude probability band (u = 1.76), llris maults in a mean

of 2 x 106 and a median of 4 x 10-7. No!e that although we

have considerable information about these experts’ confidence

in their probability estimates, we actualiy cannot construct ●

sensitivity curve for any of he insults. Ra[her we know only

what quantile from four separate probabil’:y distributions (two

for each expert; corresponds to a particular value of the

specified insult.

As noted above, ExpI B [ook a different approach. He

defined a separate response curve for each insult by using a

constant u and varying :he value of Ihe median drop height.

The problem here is thal we have no eslima[e for the

uncerlaimy associated with Ibis specification for [he median.

To combine these estimates with [he others, it was necessary

10 es[ablish some confidence measure. We chose to use a CDF

for the confidence in the probability eslimaie assuming that

Expert B’s values corresponded 10 a bes[ es[imate (rnwian) and

with a value of 6 that was the average of Experts A and D’s.

Table 6 gives the resulls of the exprt solicitation for ‘he

lime quesrions given in Table 5. For Expe~ A and D, we Iis[

[he upper probability estima[e for HEVR and the range in

orders of magnitude between it and the lower estimate. For

Expert B, the median height and the associated 0.5 quantile

probability are given. The qualitative comments from Expm

C also arc included. The final columns show the combined

mean and median probabilities. The relative ranking by Jll of

Ihe experts is the same here; [his was also [rue for [he complete

se~ of queslions wi[h only a couple of exceptions. Only in the

cases of skidding drops of a bare hemisphere or of one in a

nylon bag were the probabilities of an HEVR significant. The

large spread be[ween the mean and median for Question 1, I

results from the fact [hat Expert D increased his confidence

interval by an order of magnitude with a corresponding

increase in the variance.



for a ~

Aarm@carlicr. twodkffefcnt mthocls wcretssal tocsrinsatc

the probability of an HEVR for the case of a hemi$ptrere

falling onto NIS flooring. Recall that when he skid I( SI data

arc used directly, it is ~ to ~ums that a is a consmrtt

and to specify ~. From Fig. 1. wc estimate he probability of

an HEVRfor a3-ftdropasl@e pr< 5x103. llte upper end
of this range is ~ on a value of ~ -0.05 and includes Ihc

HEVR during recertification. The corresponding value based
on expert opinksn is 6 x 103; this is the median. We note
also that ExpM B’s estimate of the median for a reaction is
exactly the standard Los AJwrtostest he@t. This would imply

that the probability of the flooring passing the Los Alamos
test was only pp = 0.015. Nthough we cannot quantify it, [he

rcltiively high probabilities estimates from Experts A and D
also must correspond to a low probability [hal the flooring
would paSS the certification test. Each of [hese exocrts was

familiar with Use HEVR during rec.dfkation. In [his one case
wkrc our two sepamte approiwhcscan be compared. the results

are vcr~ similar.

CONCLUSIONS

probabilities of reaction for low-energy mechanical insults

to PBX 9404 were devclopd using a combination of [es[ data

and ex~rr opinion. In constructing a scnsitivi[y curve for

drops on flooring, it was necessary to use skid [est da[a for

sensitivity on a high-friction surface to estimate the variance

of underlying logrrormal distribution. We assume that this
variance ia also applicable to drops on floorinu. ‘k_his

assumption is critical to the analysis. Then for a S}wcificd a

priori probability that the flooring passes the certification

lCS1 series, a Iognormal probability distribution can be

constructed. This distribution is consistent wilh the available

test data and addresses explicitly [he problem of a Ia[cr HEVR

during recertification testing, For other insults. i[ was

r:ecessary [0 use expert opinion, Probabilities from the
experts are combined using CDFS that rcp~nt the confidence

that the individual experts have in their cstirrsams. l%
probability estinsstcs for an HEVR for a 3-ft drop on NIS
flooring obtained using both methods arc similar. The
methods used in this analysis are applicable to other types of

explosives and the data arc usable fcw other weapons thal usc

PBX 9404 or LX 10 explosives.
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